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WHO's Fooling Who? The one who gives the
orders is the sovereign.
Tedros slams us for lies but it's all projection: here's the documentary proof it is the
WHO that is lying

MERYL NASS

FEB 12, 2024

42 29 Share

The WHO lawyers are trying to play us, saying the nations are sovereign because they
still make the laws. What the WHO omits saying is that under the Treaty and proposed
IHR Amendments, nations will be forced to pass the laws that the WHO tells them to
pass. Examples of this and other word games below.
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First the treaty tells you that unhindered, timely access to information is a general
principle. Then it adds the caveat that transparency means open access to “accurate”
information.
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Then a few pages later the treaty demands that nations perform “infodemic
management”—which requires not only censorship, but also surveillance of everyone’s
social media footprint, so the nation will know who and what to censor. This violates
both the First and Fourth Amendments to the US Constitution.

Not only that, but the censorship should be performed with international collaboration—
so all nations can target the same misinformation spreaders and there will be nowhere
to hide. Finally, they want to make sure you Trust the(ir) Science.

Below, the treaty is forced to admit that the so-called sovereignty that Tedros claims we
will retain— the ability to pass laws—will in fact be subject to the orders of the WHO.

The WHO treaty draft requires that every nation pass laws to legalize Emergency Use
Authorizations, so that unlicensed vaccines can be given to populations during a WHO-
declared pandemic. You know, like a Monkeypox pandemic. There are no standards
required and the WHO Director-General can declare any pandemic whenever he wants.
Then the needles come out.
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The WHO also demands that nations pass the laws needed to remove all liability from
these untested and potentially deadly vaccines. Who’s sovereign now?
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So you see, the WHO has just played a bunch of word games and they intended for us to
be the suckers and go along, ignorant. So long as the Treaty and IHR Amendments still
let nations make laws, the WHO insists on calling us sovereign. But the real sovereign is
the one ordering that laws be passed. That’s the real power. Why would anyone give that
up to the WHO, especially when its Director-General is a puppet for Bill Gates, is not a
real doctor, and has been accused of withholding food and hiding 3 cholera epidemics
to kill members of competing tribes in his native Ethiopia, when he was the #3 top
official there? Do you really think he cares about your health during a pandemic?

So you can wait idly by as these treaties move ahead, or you can say ‘Hell No!’ and put on
your big girl panties and decide you have finally had enough. Which will it be?
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Blair Darkness to Light Feb 12 Liked by Meryl Nass

I hope people truly start to understand that the world these so-called leaders envision for us
is a world no one would want to live in.
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Dana Ullman, MPH, CCH Dana Ullman’s Homeopathy, Nanom… Feb 12

Dr Nass have PROVEN "bad faith" from the WHO's Tedros by proving again and again Tedros
lies through his teeth and projects his own pathological lying onto others.

It is time that WE created our list of "Big Pharma shills," and Tedros is #1 on this list.
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